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This is a step-by-step, tutorial guide designed to help readers transition from beginners
to more experienced developers using clear explanations. The variety of examples will
help readers build, secure, and host real-time web applications. If you are a developer
who wants to use PHP and MariaDB to build web applications, this book is ideal for
you. Beginners can use this book to start with the basics and learn how to build and
host web applications. Seasoned PHP Developers can use this book to get familiar with
the new features of PHP 5.4 and 5.5, unit testing, caching, security, and performance
optimization.
A new collection of delightfully macabre tales from a master of horror manga. An old
wooden mansion that turns on its inhabitants. A dissection class with a most unusual
subject. A funeral where the dead are definitely not laid to rest. Ranging from the
terrifying to the comedic, from the erotic to the loathsome, these stories showcase Junji
Ito’s long-awaited return to the world of horror. -- VIZ Media
The men of the Bastion Club proved their bravery secretly fighting for their country.
Now their leader faces that most dangerous mission of all: finding a bride. As the
mysterious leader of the Bastion Club known as "Dalziel," Royce Varisey, tenth Duke of
Wolverstone, served his country for decades, facing dangers untold. But as the holder
of one of England's most august noble titles, he must now take on that gravest duty of
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all: marriage. Yet the young ladies the grand dames would have him consider are
predictably boring. Far more tempting is his castle's willful and determinedly aloof
chatelaine, Minerva Chesterton. Beneath her serene façade lies a woman of
smoldering sensuality, one who will fill his days with comfort and his nights with sheer
pleasure. Determined to claim her, he embarks on a seduction to prove his mastery
over every inch of her body . . . and every piece of her heart.
Long established as a must-have guide for Photoshop users upgrading to the newest
version, Up to Speed goes right to the heart of Photoshop CS4 what has changed, what
is new, and how you can get the most out of the features as quickly as possible. Rather
than sift through hundreds of pages detailing every last Photoshop feature and function
(both old and new), you can go directly to the new features that interest you the most
and get the explanations you desire in the classic Ben Willmore style-- intuitive, crystal
clear, and in-depth. By focusing on a single topic--what's new in this version--the awardwinning author provides precisely what experienced Photoshop users have been
clamoring for, in exactly the depth they demand. After reading this book even if you've
been using CS4 for awhile don't be surprised to hear yourself say, I didn't know CS4 did
that! In addition to learning the new features in no time flat, a welcome side effect of
learning from Ben is that you can expect to become a better, faster and more efficient
Photoshop user, and few things are more fun than becoming better at Photoshop!
A unique, arresting and versatile document of the traumatic earthquake which hit Haiti
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in 2010 and its aftermath. Encased in a cardboard box, the project comprises 16
unbound posters and a map page which draws attention to the epicentre and its rippling
impact on the population of the island. The unique format allows the viewer to absorb
each page individually or to hang the entire project. The visual testimony to the events
of the the first days after the event are provided by award-winning photographer Ron
Haviv and the essay by esteemed writer Simon Winchester.
Magical, paradigm-shifting, terrifying, and awe-inspiring, the spiritual awakening process is at
the core of every human’s quest for freedom, love, and happiness. In this groundbreaking
book, spiritual counselors Luna and Sol detail the many stages, paths, and pitfalls connected
with this sacred evolutionary process. By reconnecting with your Soul, you will discover how to
experience the joy, liberation, and peace that you have been searching for all along. In these
pages, you will discover: 1. What is happening to you 2. Why you’re experiencing a spiritual
awakening 3. The many spiritual awakening symptoms and stages 4. The three inner worlds of
the spiritual journey 5. What to do when your awakening becomes a spiritual emergency 6.
Signs you’re experiencing Soul loss 7. How to retrieve and integrate any fragmented pieces of
your psyche through self-love, inner child work, and shadow work 8. What spiritual “traps” you
need to be mindful of 9. How to communicate with your Soul Through the inner work practices
of Inner Child Work, Self-Love, and Shadow Work, this book gives you the tools to initiate your
own deep psychological healing. By removing the blocks and walls that surround your Soul,
you will be able to access deep levels of joy, creativity, energy, courage, peace, fulfillment,
freedom, and love. The Spiritual Awakening Process is a psychospiritual manual that is
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composed of various articles that we have published on lonerwolf.com in the past. We have
also added extra content to help illuminate your path and guide you through this sacred time of
life.
With the new edition of this proven bestseller, Photoshop users can master the power of
Photoshop CS5 with internationally renowned photographer and Photoshop hall-of-famer
Martin Evening by their side. In this acclaimed reference work, Martin covers everything from
the core aspects of working in Photoshop to advanced techniques for professional results.
Subjects covered include organizing a digital workflow, improving creativity, output, automating
Photoshop, and using Camera RAW. The style of the book is extremely clear, with real
examples, diagrams, illustrations, and step-by-step explanations supporting the text
throughout. This is, quite simply, the essential reference for photographers of all levels using
Photoshop. All DVD content is now available online at
www.focalpress.com/cw/evening-9780240522005/ for kindle and eBook readers.
The Science Focus Second Edition is the complete science package for the teaching of the
New South Wales Stage 4 and 5 Science Syllabus. The Science Focus Second Edition
package retains the identified strengths of the highly successful First Edition and includes a
number of new and exciting features, improvements and components.
This sumptuously illustrated volume analyzes artists' representations of angels and demons
and heaven and hell from the Judeo-Christian tradition and describes how these artistic
portrayals evolved over time. As with other books in the Guide to Imagery series, the goal of
this volume is to help contemporary art enthusiasts decode the symbolic meanings in the great
masterworks of Western Art. The first chapter traces the development of images of the
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Creation and the Afterworld from descriptions of them in the Scriptures through their evolution
in later literary and philosophical works. The following two chapters examine artists' depictions
of the two paths that humans may take, the path of evil or the path of salvation, and the
punishments or rewards found on each. A chapter on the Judgment Day and the end of the
world explores portrayals of the mysterious worlds between life and death and in the afterlife.
Finally, the author looks at images of angelic and demonic beings themselves and how they
came to be portrayed with the physical attributes--wings, halos, horns, and cloven hooves--with
which we are now so familiar. Thoroughly researched by and expert in the field of iconography,
Angels and Demons in Art will delight readers with an interest in art or religious symbolism.
The sequel to the acclaimed novel Shinju again features detective Sano Ichiro as he trails a
serial killer stalking feudal Japan. In 1689, an all-powerful shogun controls the state,
surrounded by bitter machinations and political intrigues. When an ancient tradition suddenly
and brutally reappears, Sano risks everything to bring the killer to justice. “Bundori is terrific. . .
. So good you won’t want to put it down, even to get off a plane. . . . [Laura Joh] Rowland hits
her stride as a writer who can deal equally well with the pacing of plot and the nuances of
character development. . . . Rowland clearly knows how to build suspense and action, a talent
that she demonstrates with great skill.”—New Orleans Times-Picayune “Bundori is one of those
mysteries in which the itch to find out whodunit recedes before the pleasure of prowling
through a different world.”—Washington Post Book World “Sano may carry a sword and wear a
kimono, but you’ll immediately recognize him as an ancestor of Philip Marlowe or Sam
Spade.”—Denver Post “A colorful pictorial style that conveys . . . excitement and . . .
danger.”—The New York Times Book Review
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In Tom Kundig: Works, the celebrated Seattle-based architect presents nineteen
new projects, from Hawaii to New York City. Kundig's award-winning houses,
known for their rugged yet elegant and welcoming style, are showcased in lush
photography with drawings and sketches, and appear alongside his commercial
work—from multistory complexes to the Tacoma Art Museum to a line of hardware
(handles, door pulls, hinges, and more). In firsthand accounts, Kundig describes
the projects and his design process with many personal anecdotes, making Tom
Kundig: Works as much memoir as monograph. The book also includes an
introduction by design editor Pilar Viladas and in-depth conversations with
Kundig's frequent collaborators—"gizmologist" Phil Turner and contractor Jim Dow
(Schuchart/ Dow)—and clients (Bigwood Residence and Studhorse).
The Fifth Edition of A History of the Roman People continues to provide a
comprehensive analytical survey of Roman history from its prehistoric roots in
Italy and the wider Mediterranean world to the dissolution of the Roman Empire
in Late Antiquity in A.D. 600. Clearly organized and highly readable, the text's
narrative of major political and military events provides a chronological and
conceptual framework for the social, economic, and cultural developments of the
periods covered. Major topics are treated separately so that students can easily
grasp key concepts and ideas.
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This volume contains the complete works (poetry and fiction) of Khalil Gibran.
Khalil Gibran was a Lebanese-American writer, poet and visual artist, also
considered a philosopher although he himself rejected this title in his lifetime. He
is best known as the author of The Prophet, which was first published in the
United States in 1923 and is one of the best-selling books of all time, having
been translated into more than 100 languages. As worded by Suheil Bushrui and
Joe Jenkins, Gibran's life has been described as one "often caught between
Nietzschean rebellion, Blakean pantheism and Sufi mysticism." Gibran discussed
"such themes as religion, justice, free will, science, love, happiness, the soul, the
body, and death" in his writings, which were "characterized by innovation
breaking with forms of the past, by symbolism, an undying love for his native
land, and a sentimental, melancholic yet often oratorical style." He explored
literary forms as diverse as "poetry, parables, fragments of conversation, short
stories, fables, political essays, letters, and aphorisms." Salma Khadra Jayyusi
has called him "the single most important influence on Arabic poetry and
literature during the first half of [the twentieth] century", and he is still celebrated
as a literary hero in Lebanon.
Decades in the making, this is a fast-moving, gut wrenching, original exploration
into the personalities of the star-crossed lovers and public enemies Bonnie
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Parker and Clyde Barrow. Not a police-blotter procedural, it's a thoroughlyresearched, in-depth study of the true natures of these notorious outlaws and a
deep look into their characters. Through the dark windshield of legend, John
Gilmore follows the short lives of these outlaw desperadoes on their relentless
ride to an infamous end.
First published in 1989, Physiology of Crop Yield was the first student textbook to
digest and assimilate the many advances in crop physiology, within a framework
of resource capture and use. Retaining the central core of the first edition, this
long-awaited second edition draws on recent developments in areas such as
phenology, canopy dynamics and crop modelling, and the concepts of
sustainable crop production. A broad perspective is developed, from the gene
through the plant and crop to the ecosystem, covering: Advances in molecular
biology relating to crop science Limitation of crop yield by the supply of water or
nitrogen Global climate change and its impact on crop modelling Physiological
aspects of crop quality A wider range of species, with emphasis on wheat, maize
and soybean This book will be a valuable tool for advanced undergraduate and
postgraduate students of agricultural science, plant science, applied ecology and
environmental science. It will be an essential addition to all libraries in universities
and relevant research establishments.
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Rosenberg (philosophy, U. of North Carolina-Chapel Hill) clearly analyzes the central
metaphysical and moral questions pertaining to death. Revisions to the first edition
(1983) include detailed elaboration of specific methodological points or argumentative
strategies at the end of chapters. Paper edition (unseen), $16.95. Annotation
copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
You know what happens when bad boys get what they wish for? Everything. . . New
York Times Bestselling Author Lori Foster Playing Doctor Attitude makes a huge
difference in bed. It could be Axel Dean's motto. The sexy physician likes his women
with sensual moxie, and Libby Preston definitely seems to fit that bill. There's that
naughty grin. That hot bod. Her eager kisses and cheeky insults. Her. . .admitted
virginity. Whoa. Okay, cue cold shower. Axel may not be an honorable man, but he has
his limits. Except Libby won't take no for an answer. She's determined to have
someone show her what she's been missing, and suddenly, Axel can't bear to think of
Libby playing doctor with anyone else. . . USA Today Bestselling Author Erin McCarthy
The Lady of the Lake Pro baseball player Dylan Diaz is pretty sure he's going to hell.
When you rescue a drowning woman from a lake your first thought should be, "Are you
okay?" not, "Can I make mad, passionate love to you?" But the minute sputtering
kindergarten teacher Violet Caruthers is on Dylan's boat, that's all he can think about.
Maybe it's the potent combo of a nun's personality inside a stripper's body. Maybe it's
the way she drives him crazy with desire and laughter. Or maybe, Dylan's finally found
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what's been missing in his life, and he's not about to let go. . .
Interviews describe ghetto life
Jarvis Langton is an unborn-again Christian living on the fringe. He's not big on life and
has tried to finish his own twice. Still, most mornings, he quite likes to sun himself at
Sydney's Royal Botanic Gardens. One morning he notices something winking at him
from a nearby bush. When he investigates he finds the dead body of his friend, Lady; a
Thai transvestite. Jarvis is not someone with his thoughts lined up in any reasonable
order. It takes him a while to work out Lady must have been murdered. It takes him
longer to decide he's going to find her killer - but once he does, the premonition that
finding Lady's murderer will bring him his own end, happens in an instant. "Parable of
the Forgotten is a first class, no rest-stop, brilliant, whirly gig!" Dr She Mackenzie
Hawke, University Of Sydney.
Based on the successful Baby Owner's Manual, The Baby Owner's Maintenance Log
presents a refreshing alternative to traditional sugar-sweet baby journals. Hip parents
can record all major milestones and measurements in these pages, including the arrival
of the unit, fuel preferences and speech activation. Spiral binding, hilarious illustrations
and a bound-in envelope for keepsakes make this guided journal a great shower gift.

A surprisingly affordable book of excellent color photography, Tang shares 92 of
his finest images of the Windy City, from beloved Buckingham Fountain to the
United Center, home of the Chicago Bulls. He turns his camera on the famed
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sites, such as the Magnificent Mile and the Lincoln Park Zoo, as well as gems
only locals know, such as historic neighborhoods, architectural details on
downtown high-rises, and old watering holes such as the 1881 Schaller's Pump
restaurant.Indeed, Chicago Impressions is the perfect memento of a trip to one of
America's finest cities. And who better to capture its beauty than a Chicagoan!
This book introduces basic programming of ARM Cortex chips in assembly
language and the fundamentals of embedded system design. It presents data
representations, assembly instruction syntax, implementing basic controls of C
language at the assembly level, and instruction encoding and decoding. The
book also covers many advanced components of embedded systems, such as
software and hardware interrupts, general purpose I/O, LCD driver, keypad
interaction, real-time clock, stepper motor control, PWM input and output, digital
input capture, direct memory access (DMA), digital and analog conversion, and
serial communication (USART, I2C, SPI, and USB).
The centuries-old love affair between vampire knight Jean-Marie St. Just and
vampire firestarter and secret agent Hlne d'Agelet is threatened by a dangerous
family legacy of vengeance, in the second erotic novel in the Texas Vampire
trilogy. Original.
"Siblings Bob and Tom get a dog with spots. This A-level story uses decodable
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text to raise confidence in early readers. The book uses a combination of sight
words and short-vowel words in repetition to build recognition. Original
illustrations help guide readers through the text."-This textbook covers in one volume all topics required in the pure mathematics
section of single subject A-Level Mathematics syllabuses in the UK, as well as a
significant part of the work required by those studying for Further Mathematics
and for A-Level
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